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You are so far away but so often in my
mind....

1. September 2015: 10th Anniversary of HvA Entrepreneurship

In September 2015 the Entrepreneurship program “minor entrepreneurship” at
HvA will start for the 20th time. This means that HvA will celebrate their 10th
anniversary on entrepreneurship. In later newsletters we will inform you about
what happened in these 10 years, our successes and failures.
The collaboration in EANET 
with you
will be one of of the subjects in the
anniversary. For this I would like to use the anniversary to get t
raffic 
in our
EANET, the concept is:
5 startups from every EANET partner present themselves in a simple way (could be text
and / or small movie)
1. 
We offer:
their service / product / we are good at...
2. 
We are looking for:
description of what they need for their company to become better (
eg. website building and maintenance, ..contact in that could help us with ...., ) But not
customers that’s what they try to achieve under "We offer"
3. 
How to get in contact.
4. 
Picture
.

In this way we should have 13 x 5 = 65 possibilities for trade from our EA network
and create a little market place. HvA will promote these 65 possibilities with their
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Alumni and wider network to support a match. “Are you going to help your
startups and join us?”
(Message from HvA: Michael)

2. News and update from ISU
Dear Partners, As the field monitoring visit was conducted in Georgia, we
received a report from EACEA with the recommendations of how to improve the
project. As the coordinator from ISU I would like to inform you that an internal
communication within Georgian partners is improved  we communicated while
planning establishment of EANET Center and created similar action plan and will
further communicate regarding every work package. We are almost ready to the
foundation of EANET Center at ISU and the Georgian Ministry of Education will
be invited on this event. We will further communicate with them about our
collaboration. We have four new start up ideas from the student groups working
in Business Incubator. We will chose the best ones to help them in fundraising.
The groups are very interested to participate in HvA event planned on September
2015, regarding minor entrepreneurship programs and we are very thankful to
Michael for this opportunity. We are also working on ,,Newcomers start up
contest''  where the winner will receive an opportunity of visiting Profund at Free
University Berlin on an info tour.
(Message from ISU: Nino Enukidze)

3. Serious issue about data privacy laws and our project!!
Last week CHE consult warned Michael that there might be an issue with data
privacy laws in Germany and the transparent way we handle our timesheets and
convention forms on Google Drive. Result is that time sheets and convention
forms of CHE consult will be kept on HvA servers instead of Google Drive.
Question to you is
: might your data be kept in Google drive from the laws in your
country or should they also be kept in separate HvA servers?
(Message from HvA: Michael)
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4. Short message from Kharkiv (KHNURE)
Registration to participate in School of ITbusinessman «Startup» has ended.
School events will be held this month.
(Message from KHNURE : Oleksandr Kuzomin)

5. EANET website is live so have a look!!
Probably you already know, but it is always nice to know that you really exist.
Nowadays existing means that you have a website :) Our website is:
http://tempuseanet.info/
Many thanks to the team in Chernivtsi!!!
(Message from HvA: Michael)

6. New form for Request for Payment (RFP)
Dear partners, The form to trigger a payment has been adjusted slightly. Only
use the new version for all upcoming payment requests. You can find it:
..\Google Drive\Tempus EANET\EANET Forms and Downloads\..
Direct link to this page is:
https://drive.google.com/#folders/0B8IiIA7OUphESnB4aE5wRHZIeW8
the name is: Request for payment Tempus 4.0.pdf
If your want to receive your per diems before you leave for the next meeting,
download and calculate your per diem with T
EMPUS EANET Per diem.xlsx
fill
out the new RFP and send it to e
anetfinance@google.com
(Message from HvA: Michael)
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7. Training session for the displaced citizens of Ukrainian East
“KROK” University is organizing the second 3week training session for the
displaced citizens of Ukrainian East (Luhansk and Donetsk regions), supported
by Business League of “KROK” University Alumni Association. The training
session started 7 March and will be conducted at the weekends. Entrepreneurs
alumni are among the lecturers and coaches of the training, working as
volunteers.

(Message from Krok)
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8. “KROK” University organized the anti-crisis workshop
On 2nd of March, Inna Bilozir, entrepreneur alumni of “KROK” University
organized the anticrisis workshop for creating little sweet presents for the
women on 8 March. As the prices in the shops increase, Inna offered the
opportunity to create the beautiful flowery present using only one`s hands and
imagination. Such activity can be also considered as art therapy that helps to
relax after busy working day. Inna combines entrepreneurship with her work, she
creates different interior decorations and handmade things for women, sells them
and presents at handmade exhibitions.

(Message from Krok)
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9. Links to Drive and other inspiring sites:
●
●
●

Direct access to EANET Google drive via Symbaloo
links are updated
!!:
http://www.symbaloo.com/shared/AAAAAj8kcTcAA41_HFV2Pg==
Do not forget to check and add info on our
facebook group
Did you miss a newsletter? click 
here
.

Upload your copy for the next EANET newsletter 
before
26th of March 
here
.

Appendix 1
If you follow this 
link
you open a form where you can put the updates you want to share with
your EANET partners.

Send copy via until

Edition

Send date

25/03/2015
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26/03/2015

08/04/2015
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